We did it! The First Spectrum Power 7 Basic Course Worldwide

Spectrum Power 7 is a modular intelligent distributed control center system. This Siemens solution for Energy Automation is based on Siemens' long-standing experience, which is proven by more than 1,800 grid control systems installed all over the world.

Spectrum Power 7 (SP7) runs on Linux and was developed for energy management in power transmission and distribution systems as well as for controlling railway power supply systems. It allows an optimal system configuration for the special needs of the customer. It integrates the state-of-the-art architecture and unrivaled user interface.

Siemens Power Academy in Vienna now offers the first basics course for SP7 Release 1.20 worldwide! Further training is in the planning phase and we will keep you informed. For further information, visit www.siemens.com/poweracademy.

Booking Contact: Tina Mokesch at tina.mokesch@siemens.com
Technical Contact: Ferydoon Herytash at Ferydoon.herytash@siemens.com
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